106 Lbs

Landon West Bermudian Springs

BYE

Jonah Dougherty Eastern York

Colton Angel Hanover

Andrew Knobloch Delone Catholic

BYE

BYE

Ryan Foerster Camp Hill

Josh Tuckey Biglerville

BYE

Josiah Haulman Boiling Springs

Kyler Schadel Halifax

Brock Welker Upper Dauphin

Justin Yohn Susquehita

BYE

Mason Kauffman Newport

Champion

2nd Place
Austin Clabaugh Bermudian Springs
BYE

Aaron Shriner Fairfield

Christian Courtright Eastern York

Zach Rupp Upper Dauphin
BYE

BYE

Jordon Frey Newport

Bodee Tolbert Susquenita
BYE

BYE

Will Davis Biglerville

Landon Bruner Halifax

Noah Doss Camp Hill

Tray Wolf Hanover

BYE

Jalin Hankerson Boiling Springs
BYE

Champion

2nd Place
Caleb Garland Hanover
BYE

Weston Kemble Camp Hill

Brogan Louden Susquenita

Tyler Wright Upper Dauphin

Andrew Hall Bermudian Springs

BYE

BYE

BYE

BYE

Tristan Hanshaw Boiling Springs

Matthew Carpenter Delone Catholic

BYE

Mitchell Thomas Biglerville

Nathan Robbins Eastern York

Trenton Howard Halifax

BYE

Corbin Brown Littlestown

BYE

Champion

2nd Place
Cole Wetzel Boiling Springs
BYE

Alex Stone Fairfield
Cody Pfaff Delone Catholic

Anthony Rini Camp Hill
Brandon Miller Biglerville
BYE

Evan Hoffman Upper Dauphin
BYE

Darren Beall Bermudian Springs
BYE

Wes Brady Halifax
Patrick O'Toole Newport

Joey Hestor Susquenita
Malikia Treadway Hanover
BYE

Cory Becker Littlestown

Champion

2nd Place
AJ Kostyak Boiling Springs
BYE

Dylon Prugar Eastern York

Donovan Holmes Hanover

Brenden Quinn Delone Catholic
BYE

BYE

Ashton West Bermudian Springs

Joshua West Boiling Springs

Scott Cooper Biglerville
BYE

Chad Bezanilla Camp Hill

Carl Harris Littlestown

Tony Strong Susquehanna

Glenn Enders Halifax

BYE

Michael Capozzoli Newport
BYE

145 Lbs

PIAA AA D3 S1
Susquehanna

Champion

2nd Place
Noah Fleshman Bermudian Springs
Noah Fleshman
BYE
BYE

BYE

BYE

Dalton Klinger Newport
Dalton Klinger
BYE

Tita Nyambi Camp Hill
Tita Nyambi
BYE
BYE

Eli Hart Hanover

Hayden McAllister Upper Dauphin

Cade Wilbert Halifax

Cory Calaman Boiling Springs

BYE

Dakota Mackley Eastern York
Dakota Mackley
BYE

Champion

2nd Place
Austin Taylor Boiling Springs
BYE

Dakota Sims Halifax

Mark Pollock Newport

Isaiah Fannin Bermudian Springs
BYE

BYE

Jahshim Snyder Eastern York
BYE

Brady Repasky Delone Catholic
BYE

BYE

Nate Teeter Camp Hill
BYE

Colton Sentz Biglerville
BYE

BYE

Connor Geiman Littlestown
BYE

Champion

2nd Place
Logan Luckenbaugh Bermudian Springs
BYE
Matt Christoff Halifax
Carl Carbaugh Jr. Eastern York
Donny Gelnett Upper Dauphin
BYE
BYE
Brady Herr Newport
Victor Lopez Biglerville
BYE
BYE
Austin Kopp Susquenita
Sam Geiling Boiling Springs
BYE
BYE
Sam Teeter Camp Hill
Champion
195 Lbs
BYE
BYE
BYE
2nd Place
Jakob Paul Halifax
BYE

Aaron Bowman Hanover

Gavin Copenhaver Bermudian Springs

Walker Klinger Newport
BYE

Damian Rodriguez Delone Catholic

Matt Guilday Littlestown
BYE

Rickie Ott Boiling Springs
BYE

Jared Korb Eastern York

Zach Hoerner Susquenita
BYE

Brandon Tomeo Camp Hill
BYE

Champion

2nd Place

220 Lbs
Brady Linebaugh Bermuda Springs 285 Lbs

Wyatt Smith Eastern York

Nick Trent Boiling Springs

Sean Eboch Camp Hill

Anthony Shindledecker Hanover

Alex Pirich Biglerville

Bryce Perkins Delone Catholic

Champion

2nd Place